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DESCRIPTION

During Cosmogenesis at the John Michael Kohler 
Arts Center (JMKAC) I was invited to create a 
series of programming events for students and 
museum visitors.

The programming started online in January 2022, 
with students in the Sheboygan School District. 
This was followed by in-person workshops and 
gallery walk-through’s in March 2022.

The theme of the first segment of the project, 
was a Future Fair, where students made “future 
artifacts.” The artifacts were displayed in a 
pop-up exhibition in the Matrix space at the Art 
Center.

The second segment was the Time Capsule. 
Participants were invited to make ceramic tiles 
with messages for the year 2222. 

Later in August 2022, when the tiles were all fired, 
we gathered to bury the time capsule. 

This is the documentation of the process.

Images courtesy of artist unless noted.
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FUTURE FAIR

The Future Fair project started in January 2022 
over zoom. Xoe Fiss, Education Program Director, 
and I visited classrooms in six Sheboygan County, 
5th grade-High School. We did fourteen classroom 
visits.  

Students were given workbooks to keep track of 
exercises and notes.  

After the presentations, the classroom teachers 
worked with students to make artifacts for the 
Future Fair.  
 



Future Fair Prompt

For these workshops, I wanted to talk about 
three themes connected to the exhibtion: Time, 
Artifacts, and Speculative Futures.

The workshop started with a short discussion of 
time and timelines, then students were asked to 
make a timeline of their day. 

WORKSHOP



After the timeline exercise, I introduced the field 
of Archaeology.

In the shorter 5th-6th classrooms the archeology 
video was sent to teachers in advance. In the High 
School classes we watched the video together.

Then we discussed artifacts and did an exercise 
identifying Artifacts. 

Students were shown a series of Artifacts, they 
made guesses about who made the artifact, how 
old it was, and what it was used for. 

WORKSHOP



FUTURE FAIR

To talk about the future, I went back to examples 
of the future from the 20th Century. 

These examples of Modernity have continued to 
haunt our visions of the future. 

The 1964 World’s fair had an excellent exhibition 
about the future funded by GM, Futurama. This 
exhibition was a visionary dream of the future, 
where there was life on the Moon and hotels 
underground.

I also chose the Osaka World Expo in 1970 as 
well, because of the experimental architecture 
that was so prominent in this Expo.  The Expo70 
was designed by Kenzo Tange and a team of 
12 Japanese architects. This Expo had lasting 
influence on late Modern architecture.



WORKSHOP

After we looked at the past and the future, we 
moved to the prompt for making Future Artifacts.

The categories of artifacts were broken into 
five groups: Food & Water, Shelter, Clothing, 
Communication, and Transportation.

Students chose a category of artifacts and then 
worked with their classroom teachers to produce 
artifacts for the Future Fair.



WORKBOOK

Handout for students to use in the classroom 
during the online visit. Series of short excercises 
and a place to keep notes for making 
future artifacts. 



ARTIFACTS

“Future artifacts” made by students in 
different classes that participated in the online 
engagement in January.



FUTURE FAIR

The Future Fair took place in the Matrix space at 
the Art Center on the weekend of March 18-20, 
2022.

Photos courtesy of JMKAC, 2022.



During the second part of the ExAIR, I was in 
person at the Art Center for tile workshops and 
gallery walk-throughs.

This K-12 student group has vision disablities, so 
when we did the walk through, they were allowed 
to touch the alabaster sculptures.

They enjoyed getting to touch the art and it was a 
fun conversation! 

WALK-THROUGH

Photo courtesy of JMKAC,  2022.



For the gallery walk-throughs, used a similar 
technique to a studio critique. 

First the visitors to take a few minutes to walk 
through the exhibition. 

After they looked around, we would gather in a 
group to discuss thoughts and questions. 

WALK-THROUGH

Photo courtesy of JMKAC,  2022.



After the gallery walk-through, I gave participants 
a short prompt. 

The first “time capsule,” or collection of objects 
buried for the purposed of leaving messages to 
the future, was the Westinghouse Time Capsule 
that  buried in Queens, NY  during the 1939 
World’s Fair. 

Then we looked at a font that I made for the 
project, which was inspired by cuneiform and 
science fiction.

Followed by a prompt to make a tile for the time 
capsule. 

Participants were given a scratch paper and a 
clay tablet. I gave them a short demonstration 
and they spent the rest of their time working on 
tiles. 

As they worked, I walked around and talked to 
each person about what their message was. 

PROMPT



TILE-MAKING



TILE-MAKING

Photo courtesy of JMKAC,  2022.



The notes to future were added to the walk in 
the studo. If a workshop participant didn’t know 
what to write, they could look at the variety of 
responses other participants shared.

NOTES 

Photo courtesy of JMKAC,  2022.



In-Process tiles. 

TILE-MAKING



TILE PRODUCTION

Downstairs in the Ceramic Space at the Art 
Center. 



FINISHED TILES

Photos courtesy of JMKAC,  2022.



FINISHED TILES

Photos courtesy of JMKAC, 2022.



BURIAL

On a hot day in August, the Tiles were placed into 
their time capsule. 

Tiles were stacked into crates in the ground, then 
backfilled by a backhoe.

The tiles will be there for the next two hundred 
years. 

Taylor W. Rushing played fiddle music for the 
event, celebrating the end of the project. 



BURIAL

Last shots of the Time Capsule.



OTHER WORKSHOP

Free workshop for teens in Sheboygan. 

Three hour workshop included:
   Gallery Walk Through
   Brief demonstration
   Work time

Teens had the option to come back and glaze bisqued 
sculptures. Based on a prompt from the exhibitions.



500+ Finished Ceramic Tiles

14 zoom workshops

35 in person workshops 

Pop-Up Exhibition with Students Art Works

Developed multiple workshops and activities.
• Future Fair 2222—Zoom workshops, workbook, pop-up exhibition
• Time Capsule 2222—In person workshops, ceramic tiles, celebration event
• Teen sculpture workshop—13 teens made small ceramic busts based on sculptures from the 
      exhibition.  They did not all get glazed, should have been a two-part workshop. 

Engaged with pre-k through high school students, elders with memory conditions,  student club groups, students with 
vision disabilities, and many other members of the Sheboygan community.

The tile project turned out to be an accessible activity for all audiences engaged with.

OUTCOMES


